
● However, the simulation and the analysis are not state-of-the-art. We find this
embarrassing for the CMS Tracker Group! There are simulation programs available to
the community which are far superior to the one of the paper, and which can be used to
test the understanding of the recorded test-beam data. For a reliable simulation the local
fluctuations of the deposited energy along the particle’s path has to be taken into
account, and the produced charge carriers have to be tracked including the effects of
diffusion. A single Gaussian to account for the diffusion is too much of a simplification.
Also the finite range of delta-rays has a major impact for large cluster sizes, and the
resolution for events with high-energy losses.

○ The simulation is indeed not “state of the art”, but it is certainly sufficient for the
results we are interested in.

● l.80: More details of the sensor design should be given. As a minimum: Widths of the
strip implants, the technique used to separate strips and the producer.

○ The sensor description includes a citation which should contain the relevant
details. We prefer not to reproduce it here.

● l.81: How is the minimal additional inactive thickness of 1 um determined? Is this the
backside implant? Give a reference.

○ Unfortunately this value was simply given to us by the CMS people handling the
sensors, so it’s not clear what we could cite here. We can ask, but it’s very
unlikely that a public result could back up the number.

● L 83: “full depletion”. What is the full depletion voltage for this sensor. Maybe state the
resistivity.

○ The full depletion is ~250 volts.
● l. 87: “Due to process variations in the lithography …”. Could also other process steps

lead to the threshold variations?  Ion implantation etc.  Please give a reference.
○ We’ve re-arranged the sentence to make it clear that other effects might also play

a part, though we’re not citing anything here.
● Sect.5.1  somewhere in the paper the rms noise should be given, and the motivation for

the threshold of 6.2 ke- given.
○ The full noise spectrum is available in Fig 11, and the 830 electron pedestal width

is quoted in the simulations section. 6.2 ke was chosen to minimize the noise
while retaining signal acceptance, as is mentioned in the paper.

● Sect.5.1 A charge spectrum dN/dQ with the “Landau fit” should be shown. In addition,
has the 1/cos(theta) dependence for the mean signal been verified?

○ The cos(theta) term is just a geometric term, and part of the model assumption.
In a sense it is verified by the good agreement later on with the plots in Sec 5.
We don’t wish to add another plot ot the paper for dN/dQ.

● Fig.7 The cluster-size fraction should be compared to the results of the simulation. This
is quite a sensitive test to find out if the simulation is valid. (I note that this comes later in
the paper, however only for clustersize = 1 and greater 1

○ As noted, the comparison comes later in the paper, though the number of
clusters > 2 is very small compared to cluster = 2. From Fig 11 we can see



already that the model isn’t a perfect description of this quantity, so we don’t gain
much from showing more.

● Fig.8 A straight line fit (or regression) to the data should be performed and the Delta(x)/y
value with uncertainty should be given to substantiate the statement of “no
y-dependence”. Looking on the average values, they appear to be 0 at y =  -4 and 10
mum at y = 0, which would be a significant slope.

○ The 10um at y = 0 is clearly the result of very low number of events on the
sensor boundary (the error bar reflects this). It’s quite clear from the plot that the
alignment is flat, a fit seems unnecessary.

● l. 192: For the calculation of the efficiencies, here and elsewhere in this paper, only
tracks that point towards the detector surface  according to the alignment are
considered. what does this mean?

○ We simply mean that tracks that don’t cross the sensor ( but which appear on the
telescope, which has a wider coverage) aren’t considered.

● l.195: Efficiency is quoted for different threshold values in Line 195 and 212. What is the
realistic threshold for the operation? What is the noise? Why different values are used in
the text?

○ The different thresholds are not optimal, but are the reality of the data-taking that
was done. There is nothing we wish to add to the text here.

● l.230: The resolution studies are performed for Th = 6200 e-. Why is the threshold
changed again?

○ See above.
● l.237: Please give an estimate of the resolution of the track telescope. Is 14.7 mum

expected?
○ The resolution is measured by us. A paper exists citing an even better resolution

(8um), but the telescope was changed since then, so we believe our number to
be more relevant. We prefer not to cite anything to avoid confusion between our
number and the published number.

● l. 244: Therefore, the fraction of two-strip clusters increases, but their resolution
degrades due to the increased charge sharing.not clear to me why that is so

○ We’ve removed this statement, since it indeed seems not to be born out.
● Note that out of 22 reference, only [15], [19], [20], and [21] are non-CMS publications.

Although the aim of the paper is to demonstrate the performance of the prototype
module, a comparison of the achieved performance to measurements with strip sensors
of similar pitch is strongly recommended. In our view this would enhance the interest of
non-CMS collaborators to read the paper.

○ It’s not clear what sensors to compare to. We prefer to keep the paper focused
on our measurements of the SSA, and hope it will be a useful reference in the
future.

Most type A comments implemented.


